BOOK REVIEWS/COMPTES RENDUS
Haftdlock Mining reads like a research report undertaken not to find answers but to confirm a pre-existing view of society and industry. Although loaded with criticism, it lacks a spirit of open critical inquiry and in the end is no more compelling, informative or believable than the overly-defensive puff pastry industry handouts which some regard as history or a reasonable facsimile thereof. Clement's book adds little to an understanding of a corporation or an industry but a great deal to our comprehension of misunderstanding.
It is an unfortunate truth that Canadians know very little about the nature and history of Canadian.mining and it is unlikely that this will change in the near future. Canada is an industrial nation whose corporate, cultural and educational leaders have decided that its technological past will not be studied in a meaningful way. As a result, there is little serious research, writing or teaching on the nature and role of technology in Canada. All too often anyone wishing to read about the foundations of Canadian development has their choice of unrealities: the approach of HatidKock Mining or a 'tune from the nickelodeon' in which Charles Baird, chairman of INCO, Ltd., lamenting the poor image of mining, announces that 'what the industry needs today is stability, understanding from governments, realism and a problem-solving approach from both management and unions.' (Charles Baird, 'A Tune from the Nickelodeon,' Macle.an'6, 4 October 1982, p. 21). Clement seems not to understand mining as. a technological activity and Baird seems ill-acquainted with cultural dynamics and does not understand that to be popular, respected and appreciated, it is not enough to do your job well, but you must aiso be perceived to be doing so. If Canadian industry wishes to be understood, it should look to the cultural and educational complex which too often ignores it rather than the occasional end product which damns it. For generations Canadian industry has been content to fund and approve a cultural network which chooses to ignore and misunderstand industry. The fact that one cannot suggest a more balanced recent treatment of nickel mining than Ha/Ldlock Mining shows how successful Canadian industry has been in keeping itself far removed from Canadian cultural and historical studies. What is not clear is why it behaves in such a curious manner.
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